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ESTABLISHING A FRACTURE LIAISON SERVICE
OBJECTIVE:1

This article:
• Presents the why, who, what,
where, and how of a Fracture
Liaison Service (FLS)
• Demonstrates how FLS can
be successfully implemented
across multiple healthcare
settings by addressing
the inherent barriers these
services face

BACKGROUND:1-3

A fragility fracture is a bone fracture
due to weakened bone. Fractures
due to osteoporosis are a concern
due to their potential economic
burden and negative impact on
health. Currently, osteoporosis
management after a fragility
fracture is generally poor. For
example, only a minority of the
patients are being diagnosed and/
or treated. An FLS is one example
of a coordinated care model to
identify, investigate, and intervene
for a patient to help improve
outcomes post fracture.

WHAT?1

An FLS is multidisciplinary team approach designed to reduce subsequent fractures in
patients with a recent fragility fracture by identifying them at or proximate to the time they are
treated at the hospital for fracture and providing them easier access to osteoporosis care.

WHY?1

Current osteoporosis management following fracture is generally poor. The potential benefits of
incorporating an FLS are that it:
• Provides a systematic, effective approach to post-fracture care which can result in
enhanced outcomes
• Improves medical care for the patient by reducing their risk of future fractures, which can
result in cost-savings for the health care system
• Supports documentation of quality care delivery
• Helps reduce patient risk of subsequent fractures

WHO?1

An FLS team could include the following:
A bone health champion, typically a bone health expert (e.g., endocrinologist, rheumatologist,
internist, physiatrist, orthopedist) and a physician within the health system, advocates for the
FLS. The champion begins the FLS process, oversees the identification process, and tracks
outcomes.
FLS providers support the patient throughout the process by ordering diagnostic tests,
designing treatment plans per guidelines, and providing education and follow-up care.
Patients and their caregivers, when warranted, are provided education, diagnostic testing,
treatment plans, and follow-up care through the FLS to help prevent future fractures.
Since fragility fracture patients are present in multiple settings, care coordination teams are
essential. Engagement and communication are vital among team members (e.g., orthopedic
nurses, ED providers, internists, PCPs).

WHERE?1

Patients with a fragility fracture can present in the hospital, emergency department or clinic.
Once identified and referred to the FLS, the process provides individualized assessment,
diagnosis, and treatment to support bone health.

THE FLS PROCESS1
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Four critical steps usually occur in the FLS process:
1. Identification of patients with fragility fracture in hospital
2. Investigating/diagnosing patients with osteoporosis. Patients identified can be automatically
referred for DXA via a standardized order set, or individually by the FLS provider
3. Individualize OP medication based on patient’s medical history and insurance, and provide
follow-up to ensure adherence to treatment
4. Providing patients and families with instruction. This can be done by the FLS provider, an
orthopedic nurse, MD in osteoporosis or the patient’s PCP. This includes follow-up care to
ensure the patient’s adherence to treatment
DXA=dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry; ED=emergency department; MD=medical doctor; OP=Osteoporosis;
PCP=primary care provider.

FLS ELEMENTS FACE MANAGEABLE CHALLENGES
HOW?1

Several elements contribute to an FLS and often each element encounters challenges that can be managed.

FLS NEED

POTENTIAL BARRIER

Identification of bone
health champion

Gaining system interest and financial
support for the FLS start up

Identification of patients
in multiple settings

– No one-size fits all strategy to
identify patients across a variety
of settings
– Each setting has its own needs
and requirements and buy-in is
necessary from all stakeholders

Diagnosis and
management of
osteoporosis

Changes based upon patient and
care setting

OPTIONS TO ADDRESS

Please refer to the publication for more details:
Curtis J, Silverman S. Curr Osteoporos Rep.
2013; 11(4):1-4.

PCP support as FLS
partner

PCPs may not understand the need
for the FLS, feel it's interfering with
his or her practice, or may dismiss
osteoporosis and subsequently
fragility fractures because of aging

Coordinated care

Coordination is challenging due to
the fragmented healthcare system
and variety of settings post-fracture
care is delivered and remote
coordination of care (e.g., follow-up
calls) is often ineffective
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KEY POINTS:1
•
•
•
•

Establishing an FLS to identify and manage patients with a recent fragility fracture has the potential to support patient
outcomes and reduce costs
A bone health champion advocates and initiates the process of identification, diagnosis, treatment plan, and follow-up care
with the help of FLS providers
An FLS is most effective when it can function across multiple healthcare settings
The future of FLS care depends on a collaborative systems-based approach with appropriate stakeholder engagement,
leading to seamless integration of osteoporosis care
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